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The Odyssey AUV Series uses a Lithium-ion Polymer battery which is able to supply the
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Purpose/Problem

The Odyssey AUV  Autonomous Underwater Vehicle! Series uses a Lithium-ion

Polymer battery which is able to supply the necessary power for a limited mission time. The

current method of recharge includes surfacing the AUV, opening the vehicle, removing the

battery from the vehicle and recharging the battery. A different approach is proposed which uses

an inductive coupler and power electronics to conduct a battery charge without opening the

vehicle or removing the battery.

1.2 Background

The Odyssey Series AUV uses a Lithium-ion Polymer battery which is removed from the

vehicle in order to perform a battery charge. Many man-hours are spent once the vehicle is

surfaced to remove the vehicle &om the water, open the vehicle and subsequently reinove the

battery from the vehicle for charging. A more efficient means of charging the batteries is

desired. The most obvious choice is to charge the battery by any means which includes

maintaining the battery in the vehicle, and the vehicle closed, during the charge.

"Design of an AUV Recharging System" [2] focused on the design of an inductive

coupler that could be used to charge multiple vehicles Rom the same primary winding using a

Linear Coaxial-Wound Transformer  LCWT!. The coupler portion of Gish's research was based

primarily on "Contactless Underwater Power Delivery" [3] and "Inductive Couplers in

Underwater Power Distribution Networks � Improving Their Applicability" [I]. However, [2]

did not take into account the actual charging scheme and focused electrically on the method of

power transfer, the inductive coupler.



Figure 1 depicts the current method used during normal, underway operation. All the

components shown in Figure 1 are located inside the AUV, The battery is connected to the main

bus where voltage is maintained at 28-34 VDC. The Main Vehicle Computer  MVC! is powered

from this main bus through a DC/DC converter to approximately the same voltage. A second

connector also connects directly to the main bus, but does not provide power during the in-water

operation.

Figure 1: AUV Power Supply  Norxnal, Vnderway, Not Charging!

Currently during a battery charge, Figure 2  shown with dashed lines!, a total of three

connections are made. The first connector  call this the "battery connector"! is unplugged from

the main bus and subsequently connected to the charging power supply  Charger!. In addition,

an RS-485 connection  call this the "communication connector"! is made which allows the

Charging Computer to communicate with the battery to monitor the State of Charge  SoC!,

During the charge, a second DC power supply is connected to the main bus to provide power to



the AUV loads and MVC  call this the "in-charge connector"!, A diode restricts the flow of

power to one direction � from the DC power supply to the main bus.

Figure 2: Current Battery Charge Scheme

1.3 Proposed Solution

The proposed charging scheme utilizes the connectors that are currently installed, but will

make some modifications to the vehicle. Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the proposed scheme and

are described below. The battery will remain connected to the main bus via the "battery

connector." The "in-charge connector" is now connected to the output of the DC/DC converter

 from the inductive coupler! or alternatively to the DC Power Supply  as before, shown in Figure

2!. The DCfDC converter will be placed between the "in-charge connector" and the main bus in

order to control the bus voltage and current which is applied to the battery for charging.



Figure 3: Proposed Charging Scheme

The charging sequence will be controlled by using a microprocessor to control the duty

ratio of the DC/DC converter, The microprocessor will use the voltage readings from the battery

 through the MVC! and a yet to be installed current sensor  in-line with the battery!. Because it

is a Lithium-ion Polymer battery, it is imperative that the voltage of each of the cells, the charge

current and the temperature of the battery be monitored and controlled, as necessary,

10



Figure 4: Functional Block Diagram

Chapter 2 describes in detail the theory associated with those components listed in Figure

4. The AC/DC converter is used to convert the 120VAC, 60Hz, single phase power to a

relatively constant DC value. The DC signal is then converted back to a 1 to 100 kHz signal in

order to minimize the size of the inductive coupler, In general, as the &equency of operation

increases, the size of the components decreases, All the components listed to this point will be

located in a power box or other means that will be kept off the AUV. This minimizes the weight

of the AUV and thus less weight compensation will be required for the added hardware,

A portion of the recharge system will be kept onboard the AUV. The inductive coupler is

a transformer and transforms the 1 to 100 kHz input signal from a nominal voltage of 120 VAC

to a nominal voltage necessary to power the secondary side electronics, It is anticipated that the

secondary side will power the normal AUV loads, via the Main Bus, in addition to charging the

battery.

11



The AUV loads are expected to be 2A at main bus voltage �8-34 VDC!, or

approximately 70W. The recharging current is expected to be between 15A to 5A  or OA when

connected, but not charging!, with voltage of 28-34 VDC. This results in a power output to the

battery charge of approximately 510W. Therefore, total output power during an anticipated

charge is 580W  maximum!. This number accounts for the present loading of the AUV.

Therefore, the recharge system will be designed to power at least 700W for future consideration.

Figure 5 shows a basic schematic diagram of the solution proposed. The dotted line indicates the

boundary of the vehicle.

Figure 5: Basic System Diagram

12



Chapter 2 Theory

The concept in Chapter 1 is continued here by developing the major components of the

AUV recharging system. Each of the major subsystems will contain its own heading and the

theory behind the operation of that subsystem will be explained.

2.1 Inductive Coupler

The inductive coupler is a modified form of transformer, It can be used to step up or step

down voltage, just as a transformer could be used. However, one of the main uses of inductive

couplers is to replace conductive couplers, or plugs, in electric power systems. One example of

this is the Electric Vehicle Charger used to recharge electric vehicles. The reason for replacing

conductive couplers in this environment is to avoid galvanic coupling which is problematical

because of salt water  safety, corrosion, etc.!. Rhodes [10] describes the fundamental concepts

behind a power transformer and the associated conclusions about the design process when a

separable core is present.

Before atteinpting to model the inductive coupler, it must be determined what type of

material will be used. "A Critical Comparison of Ferrites with Other Magnetic Materials," [6j

compares many of the commercially available soft magnetic materials. This comparison is listed

in Table 1, Based on the frequency range of interest, low core cost, and low core losses, a ferrite

core was chosen. Ferrites are dense, homogenous ceramic structures made by mixing iron

oxide with oxides or carbonates of one or more metals such as zinc, manganese, nickel or

magnesiimi. They are pressed, then fired in a kiln at 2000'F, and machined as needed to meet

various operational requirements. Ferrite parts can be easily and economically molded into

different geometries. Many diverse materials are available, providing many choices of desirable

13



electrical and mechanical properties. The ferrites used by Magnetics are the manganese-zinc

type used for communications  frequencies &om 1 kHz to 1000 kHz! and for power applications

such as in Switching Mode Power Supplies  SMPS!.

Table 1: Properties of Soft Magnetic Materials [6]

tnNat
Perm,

JI
Material

PD 10x10 x

20 9T0 t26 T5 T40 50 x10'Si-Fe  unmix'!

Si-Fe  artentedl T40 50x10'

360 40x 10 ~94% Ni Fe  greinariented! 2006

55 x 16-' 8M0
ta

12,6%

12,060
tn

100,6tm

~HOUS Atby t3

AMORPNDlS Alloy E

Pemel~er

15-10 3TD 135x10-'

205 146 x 10'

19,990 10 kHz-1 MHz

16 kHz to1MHz

2990 100 kHz-190 MHz

30,000

T50
trr

<5,690

Ferrikr-NiZn 10' 30,88 269 kHz-100MHz

t9max Curie
Kttogaueeee exttl~ axN' cx 19' Temp. ReetetivRy p,t3at

' C  o~l 10tt Mtx
Operagntt

Frertuerrctee

60-1000 Hz

69-1900 Hz

60-1000Hz

60-1000Hz

1 kHz-T5kHz



Magnetics also provides a breakdown of the material properties of their ferrite cores in

[9j. Those properties are included in Table 2.

Table 2: Material Properties for Magnetics Ferrites [9]

,RRAI j'ITFI,F ttTltff 5 8'.
IP4fftfCTCIILS 4,: frQVRRIt XRftfISFCtffRM, .;.GRCt~fIG TIIARIGFQrlf~s.

le!I!a!A[rqeohtf ty ' Irt: � ' 2/00 a 25% '.2,560a: 25%. c 3,000+ 2�4 5;GGG j:26rftr: IQ,QOG s 309 i"O'SPIQ~RGII'
hfadiaurn Iisidde'Frru!uency
�0!I sl!off!: f AIHz .' > <1.5 <I;2 ' <1.3 ''. <T .. ': , '4.25 AI:5
Reliit rre Loss Faitor ' tan 6

It!ac , 'IP '- 1: . ' ' '  8 �60k8z! ' <3! TONcHz! .':; <7  !QRHz! <IS -IGRNi!
Cane'Ternliaratuie ', Tc ~ C . ' ' >23l!:j230 ' '. «250: >f'40. ".: ':: >125 'if'2 f:
Rehrt ua Terny,. Fadur ' /'C ' W f'C
-36'Ctoi+TOC

+26 Cta I'C
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-mT:: 110 110 120 !QG '' ,80 ':GG
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E = 4BA,Nfxl 0 '  Faraday's Law for a square wave!

NA�

W,
NA =

P,e= � '

P,.

P,. =BI

And therefore,

Equation 1

P,C 410'
WaAc = ' = 9.38cm'

4eBfTC

Where:

E: applied voltage  RMS!

A,: core area in cm

N: number of turns

A�: wire area in cm 2

W,: window area in cm'  of the bobbin!

I: current  RMS!
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P-material ferrite was chosen due to the availability of the product directly &om the

manufacturer. The size of the coupler was determined by calculating the WaAc/power output

relationship [8] and using this result in a lookup table to determine the E-core required. The

WaAc relationship is developed as follows:



P;: input power

P,: output power  Conservative: 800W!

C: current capacity in cm /amp �,07 x 10 for E-core with square

wave!

e: efficiency  90'fo for transformer!

B: flux density in gauss  conservative, 2kG for P-material  max is SkG!!

f: &equency in Hz �0000!

K: 0.30 for E cores  primary side only!

For a WaAc value of 9.38cm, the recommended core is at least the size of either a 47035 or

47228. Again, the 47228 core was selected because of its immediate availability Rom the

manufacturer.

The size of a magnetic component is directly related to the magnitude of acceptable

losses. The losses can generally be broken into three main categories: i R, hysteresis, and eddy

current. The inductive coupler is modeled using the model for a real transformer. The standard

equivalent circuit for a transformer is shown in Figure 6 . The model is provided by the

American National Standards Institute, in conjunction with the IEEE, in ANSI/IEEE Std 390-

1987, "An American National Standard � IEEE Standard for Pulse Transformers" [1 j. All of the

components do not necessarily need to be included in the evaluation of the pulse transformer  i.e.

the capacitive elements are typically negligible and can be ign.ored!, Therefore, the equivalent

circuit can be reduced to that shown in Figure 7.

17



Figure 6:  a! Complete Equivalent Circuit for a Pulse Transformer  b! Alternate Form of Complete
Equivalent Circuit for a Pulse Transformer [1]

Figure 7: Simplified IEEE Equivalent Circuit j1]

Terms associated with Figure 6 and Figure 7:

18



transformer ratio. Where the coefficient coupling is high, a = N~i

equivalent self capacitance, winding indicated by subscripts

equivalent mutual capacitance between windings 1 and 2

self inductance of winding indicated by subscript

leakage inductance of winding designated by first subscript

inagnetizing inductance

primary turns

secondary turns

Cii, C22'.

Ci2:

Lii, L22'.

Lii, L2i'.

Ni.'

N2.

Ri i, R2i. resistance associated with leakage inductance, referred to winding

indicated by first subscript

R,: equivalent core-loss resistance, under pulse conditions shunt

representation

2.1.1 Magnetizing Inductance

19

Two windings are magnetically coupled by the flux density  B! that is created by one

winding and linked to the other. The ideal condition is for the flux density  B! to be present

without any magnetic field intensity  H!. This is never the case because there is always some

finite permeability in the core. The best case for achieving the ideal condition is to use a highly

perineable core with no air gap. The Magnetizing Inductance  L ! represents the inductance that

results &om the relationship between the two windings and the core geometry. For a simple

inductor, the magnetizing inductance for a core with an air gap is:



Equation 2

Where:

po, permeability of air

p,: permeability of core

A: core/gap area

1,: effective length of the core

N: turns

g: gap length

The value of the magnetizing inductance becomes independent of the core's magnetic

properties if:

Kquation 3

~ RoeI

Pc

The gap is routinely introduced to make the inductance value predictable and stable, even

with changes to the properties of the magnetic material due to temperature, flux level, sample

and manufacturer [5! [pg 573]. Therefore, the inductive coupler has a magnetizing inductance of:

Equation 4

p,A,N
LZIRlg =

g

The disadvantage with increasing the gap too much is that the magnetizing inductance

decreases, correspondingly, and the transformer becomes farther from ideal. The result is that

20



the magnetizing current will increase proportionately due to the decrease in the magnetizing

reactance by:

Equation 5

X = jeer

In the case of the inductive coupler, this means that the gap must be large enough to provide

stability and small enough to minimize its effects on the magnetizing current.

Additional anomalies that affect the magnetizing inductance are f'ringing fields and non-

uniform flux density. Fringing fields occur at the gap and are caused by the flux leaving the high

permeability of the core and entering the low permeability of the air. Most of the flux is trapped

on the other side of the air gap, but some escapes and results in an increase in the effective cross-

sectional area of the gap. This in turn results in an increase from the expected magnetizing

inductance, Non-uniform flux density is a result of the difference in potential at different parts

of the core; say the inner and outer surface. The effect is that the portion with the higher flux

density may increase in temperature and ultimately result in "hot spots." [10]

2.1.2 Leakage Inductance

"Not all the magnetic flux created by one winding of a two-winding transformer follows

the magnetic path and links the other winding; some of the flux "leaks" from the core and

returns through the air, The result is that each winding links some of the flux that is not linked

by the other, causing imperfect coupling [5] [pg 590]." The result is that not all the voltage &om

the primary is transformed to the secondary.

The leakage inductance can be calculated by first determining the total stored magnetic

energy in these fields by:

21



Equation 6 [10]

Once the stored magnetic energy is known, the equivalent inductance can be determined.

The leakage inductance can be reduced by one of three methods. First, because the

leakage inductance is proportional to the volume of the interwinding spaces, simply reduce the

distance between conductors. This can be accomplished by using litz wire, described later.

Second, increase the width of the transformer windings. Lastly, split either the primary or the

secondary windings in half and use thein to surround the other windings. Splitting the windings

has the greatest impact on reducing the leakage inductance due to its quadratic nature [10].

2.1.3 Copper Losses

Generally, the copper loss is a straight forward calculation of length times the resistance

per unit length. However, if the application operates at a higher frequency  >10 kHz!, there is an

additional anomaly called skin effect. Skin effect is caused by the fields created by the

conductor's own current, Neither the electric nor magnetic fields penetrate far into a good

conductor. Skin depth is a measure of the lateral penetration of current in a conductor. Skin

depth is the point where the fields are reduced by a factor of 1/e  or 0.368!. A general equation

for skin depth is:

Equation 7

Where: 5: skin depth
22



m: angular frequency of excitation �it~f!

o: conductivity of the material

p: permeability of the material

Skin effect can be minimized by the use of stranded wire, called litz, or foil.

2,1A Core Losses

Hysteresis and eddy currents cause additional core loss. Hysteresis is related to the

enclosed area of the B-H profile of the core. It is the result of unrecoverable energy expended to

rotate magnetic domains within a magnetic material. The energy lost per cycle per unit volume

ofmaterial is:

Equation 8

E= du = HdB

which is the area enclosed by the material's hysteresis loop. The total hysteresis loss is then a

product of this area, the frequency, and the volume of the core.

Eddy current loss is simply the i R loss caused by currents induced in the magnetic

material. These eddy currents are driven by a voltage induced in the material, by Faraday's Law,

and as a result they flow in a plane perpendicular to the magnetic flux density  B! [5][pg583].

Resistivity of the core results in two effects, both effects are caused by the changing magnetic

flux in the finite resistivity core which induces eddy currents, similar to the skin effect in the

conductor. The first effect is power dissipation that is a function of the resistivity, f'requency of

excitation, and core geometry. This loss can calculated by dividing the cross-section of the core

into parallel resistive paths, determining the voltage induced in each and the resistance of the

path, and calculating the power dissipation by:

23



Equation 9

V
P= �.

R

The second effect of eddy currents in the core is magnetic shielding. Shielding causes the

magnetic Qux to be attenuated toward the center of the core, like skin effect in conductors 110].

Magnetics provides a method for determining the core loss in their cores as:

Equation 10 [9]

P =af'B"

Where:

a, c, d: factors applied to the equation based on frequency of operation and

material chosen  See Table 3: Core Loss Factors I 9j!

f: frequency in kHz

B: flux density in kG

24



Table 3: Core Loss Factors [9]

, :'f<100kHz
100 kHz <I<500 kHz

;- ft500kHz

2.85

228

0.0N
Ii036
R014

8 f6aterlal 1.43
1.64
1.84

: 100 kHi<f<500:kHz
:: f>M0kII'z ''. u6.":e2: '

': ''-:1;36

L'63
i3:42: ., '

1.06
1.72
1,66
1.88

, f<10kH
. :10 kHz<f<100 kHz

100 kHz<f<5GQ kHz
: f>500kHz

F 6tataitaI 0. 720
Q.OTI7
9.0573
0,0126

2.85
2.66
2.68
2.2'N

'2.-50-

2.60
2.62

f .%38'
' " 2,42.0;M458

0.300
Ik00382

Vl Iltataral ; f<20 kHz
: f
0kHz

I 126
I 2.32

LM. ' .-': f<20'.kHz
,'- F20kHz-

2.2 Power Electronics

2.2.1 AC to AC Converter

25

The purpose of the AC to AC Converter is to convert the 120VAC, 60Hz input power to

a higher frequency output, The higher &equency is required to keep the size of the components

of the inductive coupler at a more reasonable value. The conversion is completed in two steps;

an AC to DC conversion and a DC to AC conversion.

The AC to DC conversion can be done by simply connecting the 120VAC line input to a

full-wave bridge rectifier, as shown in Figure 8. The input waveform is shown in Figure 9. The

waveform shown in Figure 9 represents the peak value of 169VAC and the RMS value of

120VAC. Figure 10 adds the waveform of the output of the rectifier,



Figure 8: Full-Wave Bridge Rectifier

Figure 9i Iaput Waveform  Full-Wave Bridge Rectifier!
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Figure 10: Output Waveform Added to Figure 9

A capacitor is added in parallel to the output of the rectifier to smooth the ripple voltage.

The larger the size of the capacitor used the smoother the voltage output waveform. The value of

the capacitor shown in Figure 11 is set to allow the reader to see the altered waveform, shown in

Figure 12. In practice, the size of the capacitor should be large enough to nunimize the ripple to

the desired level, but small enough to keep the "in-rush" current as small as practical, "In-rush"

current is an issue at startup of the system due to the initial uncharged state of the capacitor. This

can be explained by:

Kquation 11

GU,

Ch

For example, if C = 2ltF, dv, = 169V and dt = 1/120Hz = 8.3 insec, then the in-rush current is

41mA. But if the capacitor value is 2000 pF, then the in-rush current will also go up by a, factor

of 1000 to 41A. This is significant and can lead to problems with tripping of in-line fuses and

breakers. This will be discussed further in Chapter 3.
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Figure 11: Smoothing Capacitor Added to Figure 8

Figure 12: Input/Output Waveform with Added Smoothing Capacitor

The conversion from DC to AC is a little more difficult, There are many ways to make

this conversion, but only two will be considered here. The two methods described are the half-

bridge and the full-bridge  typically referred to as H-bridge!, The switching &equency described

below is set to 500Hz for a better view of the waveforms. However, the actual frequency used

will be much higher; on the order of 20 kHz.



The half-bridge uses a combination of two switches P4OSFETs! and a snubber capacitor

for each leg. The half- bridge circuit is shown in Figure 13. The capacitors act to maintain a

fairly constant voltage across the switches, The gate switch is used for simulation purposes. It

performs the function of turnmg the gate of the MOSFET on and off based on the switching

&equency �00Hz!. The top switch turns on at 1' and off at 179'  corresponding to 6 psec and

994 p sec, respectively!. The bottom switch operates on the other half cycle �81 - on and 359'-

off!. This turns the MOSFETs on sequentially and creates a 500Hz output. There is a delay time

that is purposefully present to prevent both the switches from being on at the same time, creating

a direct short circuit. The downfall to this circuit is the lower output voltage  see Figure 14!.

This is because the output is taken off the bottom switch/capacitor pair. In the case of the

inductive coupler, the voltage needs to be maintained as high as possible to keep the current at a

reasonable value, Keeping the current at a reasonable value minimizes the conductor size and

allows for more turns on the coupler. For this reason, the half-bridge is not the best choice.

Figure 13: Half-bridge Circuit Diagram
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Figure 14: Half-bridge Waveforms

The H-bridge is similar in construction to the half-bridge, except it uses four switches

rather than a switch/capacitor pair. The timing of the circuit is a little more complicated than the

half-bridge only because the gate switch must be sent to offsetting switches, such as the top right

and bottom left in Figure 15, The advantage is that the output voltage follows the smoothed

capacitor voltage. The output voltage is shown in Figure 16  with the other comparative voltage

waveforms! and Figure 17  stand-alone!.
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Figure 15: Full-bridge  H-bridge! Circuit Diagram

Figure 16: Full-bridge Waveforms
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Figure 17: Full-bridge Output Waveform

2.2.2 AC to DC Converter

The purpose of the AC to DC converter is to convert the high &equency output of the

inductive coupler to DC to charge the battery, This is completed in two stages: a full-bridge

rectifier and a DC to DC converter. The full-bridge rectifier is similar to the one in section 2.2.1

and will not be discussed further. A DC to DC converter is used to reduce  " Buck" ! or increase

 " Boost" ! the output voltage from the input voltage. Because the system is being designed to

have a higher input than output voltage, only a "Buck" converter will be discussed,

The following describes how the "Buck" converter operates and refers to the circuit of

Figure 18. It is initially assumed that C;, and Li,�,j, are large enough that the resulting small

values of external mput network impedance and output network conductance will result in

acceptably small ripples in all terminal variables, Because the inductor can not support an

average voltage drop, Vo = D*Voc  where D is the duty ratio of the series switch!. Therefore,

the duty ratio is defined as:
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Equation 12

D Vo
Voc

Similarly, the capacitor can not carry an average current and thus I, = D~iib�,k. The

freewheeling diode, Dr,, is switched on and off by the operation of the series switch  a

MOSFET, in this case!. When the switch is shut Vnc reverse biases the freewheeling diode,

turning it off. When the switch opens, the continuity of current in Lb k forces the diode to

conduct [5].

Figure 18: DC to DC  Buck! Converter

In order to maintain the converter in CCM  continuous conduction mode!, there are

liinitations on the size of the passive elements. Specifically, the value of Lb�,z/Ri,~ must be

much greater than the period T �/f! of the switching frequency. The minimum value of Lb�,k to

satisfy this requirement is;

Equation 13 V,�' I � D!T
2P,

In the proposed case, P �will occur when the battery charge is complete. At that time the only

power being supplied is for normal loads �A!.
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Hgure 19: Buck Converter Waveforms
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Chapter 3 Modeling and Simulation

Simulation and modeling of the system was completed by using the theory described in

Chapter 2, Specific information is provided to help the understanding of the entire system

concept.

3.1 Inductive Coupler

A MATLAB code was written to vary the number of primary turns and compare the core

loss with the primary winchng loss to minimize the overall losses in the system as discussed in

2.1. The primary voltage was assumed to be 155V to account for losses in the circuitry on the

input to the inductive coupler. These losses include the voltage drop associated with the full-

bridge rectifier, nominally 0,7V for each diode, and I'R losses in the conductors. A graph of the

losses versus the number of turns is shown in Figure 20 with actual numbers in Table 4.

As can be seen from the graph and table  highlighted!, the total losses are minimized with

20 primary turns, 8 secondary turns are used in order to achieve the appropriate turns-ratio to

transform the secondary voltage down to 60V. The secondary windings are split into 2 sections

to surround the primary windings and minimize the leakage inductance. 36AWG litz magnet

wire was used for both the primary and secondary windings, The conductor is small enough to

minimize the skin effects in the windings as proven in the columns "RpDC" and "RpAC."

Columns "Spri" and "Ssec" are the number of actual strands of 36AWG wire required to carry

the load current. Columns "BobInnPri" and "BobInnSec" are the inner bobbin widths required

to hold the total primary turns and half of the secondary turns  due to being split!. "Lleakp" was

calculated based on Equation 6, assuining that half of the equivalent inductance was due to the
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primary. The other half of the equivalent inductance was then transformed across to determine

"Lleaks." Figure 20: Primary Losses vs. Primary Turns
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Table 4: Core Parameters vs. Primary Turns

Table of Parameters with Ga Len th = 0.50mm and AWG = 36, C e 250Alcm" 2, V rf=t 55, Vsse<0
RsDC RsAC BoblnnPft BoblnnSecR AC Hs Lleaks Ss Pc Rc W sideLm Lleak S r1 R OC Losses

mohm mohm mohm Ohmmohm sHuH oH mmmm mm
15.1 31 1573.80 15.27

493.55 48.68

10.78 12,55

12.70 11.58

1574.913.70 174 15.1 08 0.09 5,855 5.864 6.08 7,852.0 0.09

5.855 6.8922.748 0.09449 5.864 494.818.32 0,21 174 22.6633.0

216.77 110,83

114.51 209.81
218,1930.439 5.855 14.21 10.83

15.41 10.23

6.1314.80 0.41 30.2'l 7 0,10 5.864 9.514.0 174

0,11 5.864 10.72 116.09174 37.771 38.232 5.855 5.5323.12 0.695,0

174 45.32 0.69449 11.71011.796 67,98 353.41

43.74 549.22

12.70 11.58

13.50 11.19

8.00 6.89 70.536.0 46.15933.30 1.55

6,4954.247 0.72449 11,710 11.796 8.80 46.4645.32 2.21 174 52.8807.0

11.710 29.86 804.65

21.32 1126.94

14.21 10.83

14.84 10.51

6.1360.434 62.527 0,76 11.796 9.51 32.748,0 59.19 174

0.79 11.710 11.796 10,14 24.379.0 174 71.027 449 5.8274.92 3.98 67.988

92.49 5.09

111,91 7.68

79.778 0.81 11.71011.796 15.77 1523.24

12.01 2000.55

15.41 10.23

13,74 11.06

10.72 19.0110.0 174 75.542

2.29 17.888174 88.809 449 17.565 6.3783.096 16.26
98.149 2.34 449 9.36 2565.82

7.45 3225,86

14.21 10,83

14.64 10.62

12.0 133.18 9,37 174 90.651 17,565 17.888

17.565 17.888
9.51 6.'l3 13.80

5.92156.31 11.24 98.205 107.828 2.39449 12.0813.0 174

2.44 449 17.565 17.888

17.565 'f7.S88

6.03 3987.43

4,95 4857.22

14.0 174 105,759117.875 15.04 10.4

15.41 10,23

5.72181.28 13.30

208.10 15.55
10.86

113.313128,319 6 2.49 10.72 5.53 10.0015.0 174

236.77 20,03

267.29 22.90

139.191 8

150.519 8

5.01 449

5,07 449

23,420 24.231

23.420 24,231

4.11 5841.85

3.46 6947.86

14.21 10.83

14.53 10.67

16.0 174 120.867

174 128,422
9.51 6.1 10.25

9.83 9.83
17.0 5,97

299.66 25,97

333.88 29.24

174 135.976

174 143.530

5.13 449

5.18 449

23.420 24.231

23.420 24.231

2.94 S181.75

2.52 9549.98

18.0 162.333 8

174.662 8
14,84 10.51

15.13 10.37

5.8210,14 9,55
19,0 10.44 5.67 9.38

174 151.084187.636:8

407.87 38.73 174 158.639 8.7e 44921.0 20D.985 10 29.275 30.916 1.89 12714.9414.47 10.70 9.77 6.00 10.20
22.0 447.64 42.76 174 166.193 S.83 449215.037 10 29.275 30.916 1.65 14524,3214.72 10.58 10.02 10.25

489.26 46,96

532.73 51.35

23.0 174 173.747

174 161.301

229,723 10

245.071 1

S.S8 449

8.92 449

29.275 30.916

29.275 30.916

14.96 10.45

15.19 1D.34

'1.46 16493.34

1,29 18628.21
5.7610.26 10.35

24.0 10.49 10.505.64
25.0 578.05 55.92

625.22 62.70

174 188.855

174 196,410

261.111 10

277.873 12

8.95 449

13,36 449

29.27 30.916

35.130 38,036

1.15 20935.12

1.03 23420.21

15.41 10.23

14.64 10.62

10.72 5.53 10.68
26.0 9.94 5,92 11.87
27. 674.24 67.67 174 203.964295.386 12 13.37 449 35.130 38.036 0.92 26089.6014.84 10.51 5.8210.14 12.12
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The inductive coupler was custom built using the 47228 ferrite core from Magnetics.

The gap was cut to a length of 0,5 mm using ceramic machining techniques. A cross-sectional

view of the entire coupler is shown in Figure 21 and the respective dimensions in Figure 22. As

can be seen from Figure 21, there is a small gap on each side of the primary "puck." This allows

enough room for the primary and secondary to have a thin coat of epoxy added for protection

while leaving room for the "puck" to be inserted and removed from the secondary easily, Photos

of the actual inductive coupler are shown in Figure s! 23 through 27.



Figure 21: Inductive Coupler Cross-section  Shown with Primary Core Exposed!

Figure 22: Inductive Coupler  One-half of Secondary! Dimensions  Shown in mm!



Iiigore 23: Top View of Pnmary. "Pock"!

Figure 24: Side View of Secondary  Note Split VA'ndings!



Figure 2$: Back View of Secoudary  Note Split Windings!

Figure 26: Front View with Primary Being Inserted



Figure 27: pront View with primary Inserted

Once the inductive coupler was built, core parameters were measured using the HP

4192A LF Impedance Analyzer. This analysis was conducted at 20 kHz, The first measurement

was taken from the primary leads with the secondary leads open-circuited, as shown in Figure
28. This measiu ement is used to determine the magnetizing inductance of- the coupler, The

second measurement was taken from the primary leads with the secondary short-circuited, This

is used to determine the leakage inductance of the coupler. The third and fourth measurements

were taken with only the primary or secondary core and respective windings, This is the

winchng resistance of the respective winding. The actual results are listed below in Table 5.

The next step is to use the measured parameters to determine the actual values of the

inductive coupler  See Figure 28 and Figure 29!, as follows;



Table 5: Inductive Coupler HP 4192A I.F Impedance Analyzer Results

R '= � "' =, =69mQ
m' �.4!' Where rn is the turns-ratio 8/20

R�= 23mQ

R,~�, = R�, +R�, '=23mQ+69mQ =92mQ

L,~�= L�~ + L�~ ' = 2L~ � -16.32pH

Assuming: L~ = L,~'=8.16pH

L�~ = L, �'m' =1.31pH

Figure 28: Inductive Coupler Parameters  Similar to Figure 7!, Shown in Open Circuit
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Z. =R �+jwL,~+ ' =60mQ+ jw300pHR,j wL

R,+ jwL.

= 37mQ+ j36.66Q
R,+jwL

37mQ+ '36.66Q
R,'+ wL !'

Equation 14 R'
, � 36.66Q

R, + wL !'

Equation 15

R, wL !'
R,'+ wL !'

Dividing Equation 14 by Equation 15 and solving for Rt-.

Equation 16 36.66Q
wL

37mQ

Substituting Equation 16 into Equation 14 and solving for L and subsequently Rc

L = 292pH and ~ = 36.3 kQ.

Figure 29: Inductive Coupler Parameters with Secondary Components Transformed



Table 6: Inductive Coupler Characteristics

Although the actual characteristics are of the same order of magnitude as the theoretical,

it is worth noting the difference between the two magnetizing inductances. The theoretical

magnetizing inductance is based on a gap of 0.5 mm, However, the actual magnetizing

inductance corresponds to a gap length of 0.63 mm which is not unreasonable

3.2 Circuit Simulation

Once the actual core parameters were determined, simulation was perforined using PSIM

6.0. The simulation circuit can be seen in Figure 30, and the resulting waveforms in Figure 31

and Figure 32.

The following is a discussion of specific portions of the circuit not discussed in Chapter 2

and refers to Figure 30. The passive components on the input to the full-bridge rectifier  BD11!

are an RFI filter contained in the Corcom P Series power entry module. In addition, this module

contains an in-line fuse for over current protection. The resistor matrix between the output of

BD11 and the smoothing capacitor, C=4400pF, is used to simulate how a thermistor would

operate. A thermistor  CL-30! is required due to the high in-rush current the initially charge the
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capacitor. A thermistor has a negative temperature gradient  i.e. as current flows and it the

temperature increases, the resistance decreases! with a higher resistance at startup, MOS1

through 4 are MOSFETs used to convert the DC to AC, Attached to each gate is a timing block

used to turn the MOSFET on and off based on the desired switching frequency. Cb is a blocking

capacitor which blocks any DC bias from saturating the coupler, It is sized large enough to

minimize the AC impedance at 20 kHz. MOSS, Ll, Dq and the input and output capacitors

make-up the "buck" converter. R. < represents the internal resistance of the battery. RI~

represents the normal loading of 2A and assumes an output voltage of 40VDC.

figure 30: Simulation Circuit: Q~aoE = 1SA

Figure 31 contains all of the notable current waveforms, Even with the thermistor

inserted, it can be seen that the surge current is as high as +55A and as low as -35A. For this
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reason, when the circuit was actually built, two thermistors were utilized in a series configuration

to further lower the current. The pink waveform is the RMS value of the source current, This

value was used to determine which thermistor should be used  using the datasheet!. The duty

ratio of the buck converter was adjusted to achieve 15A into the battery, the maximum value by

procedure for performing a battery charge for the installed Bluefin battery. With the simulated

components, the ripple current through the "buck" inductor  Ll! is 104 mA.

figure 31: Simulation: IDGE = 15A, de-104mA, 11c~oa-102mA
Figure 32 shows the voltage waveforms. The top waveform is the smoothed," rectified

output of the smoothing capacitor on the primary side  the middle waveform is the secondary

side DC voltage!. The bottom waveform is the output of the "buck" converter. It can not be

seen here, but the output voltage ripple is 52 mV.



Figure32: Simulation: ~oE=15A,dVOM2mV
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Chapter 4 Prototype Results

With the background knowledge of the theory and simulation in hand, the circuit could

now be prototyped and operated, The circuit was built as shown in Figure 30 with explanatory

details to follow.

4.1 Secondary Circuit

The "buck" converter is at its minimum power output when the battery charge is

complete. At that time, the only output is the normal AUV loads � Araps . approximately 34

VDC!, However, it should also be noted that the period �/f,�, where the switching frequency is

100 kHz! must be maintained much less than the time constant, L/R. Using Equation 9, a series

of calculations were made using the commercially available capacitor and inductor values. The

minimura value of inductance for the "buck" circuit was determined to be 19mH, which

correlates to a capacitor value of 0.0639pF, Setting an acceptable value of ripple output voltage,

the ripple current was calculated by:

Kquatioa 17

V, �-d!T
L.

This results in an acceptable value for ripple current.

The built circuit is showa in Figure 33. The self-wound inductor is showa on the top

right, A self-wound inductor was used to get a more accurate value of inductance. The bridge

rectifier is shown on the bottom left. Directly above the rectifier is the smoothing capacitor

�200 JiF!, The three heat sinks are f'rom bottom to top: the MOSFET, the free-wheeling diode

and an additional output diode. The output diode was added to prevent the battery from
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maintaining the circuit energized when the charging circuit is not in operation, The final piece of

the secondary circuit is the driver circuit for the MOSFET  Figtue 34!.

Figure 33: Secondary Circuit

Normally, when the driver circuit is first energized, the bootstrap capacitor  CB! is

charged through Dl to ground. However, because this circuit is being used as a battery charger,

the potential at the top of D2  or pin VS! is at battery voltage. This reduces the voltage across

the bootstrap capacitor and driver will shut-off on under voltage. Therefore, a resistor  Rl! and

zener diode  D3! are added to the circuit. The zener diode maintains the top of the bootstrap

capacitor at 15 V  depending on the rating of the zener diode! above VS while the bypass resistor

provides a path for the bootstrap capacitor to be charged [4].
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Figure 34: MOSFKT Driver Circuitry [4]

The operation of the secondary circuit was verified by applying a DC supply voltage to

the smoothing capacitor, A high power resistor was used as the load. An IR2125 driver was

used which is 2.5V, 5V and 15V compatible. The driver input voltage was implemented using a

function generator and is shown as CH1 in Figure 35. With an input voltage of 6,2 VDC to the

"buck" converter and a duty ratio of 50/0, the output voltage was 2.26 VDC, The output voltage

was measured at the cathode of the output diode. Taking the voltage drop across the diode to be

0.85V  datasheet!, this correlates with a 50'/0 duty ratio at 3.11V. CH2 of Figure 35 measures

the gate voltage of the MOSFET. With the MOSFET off, the bootstrap capacitor charges to 15V

as discussed previously. Once the gate pulse is turned on, &eewheeling diode D3 turns off and

the 3.11V at the output is inunediately sensed at the top of D2. This explains the value of -18V

when the gate pulse is on. CH1 of Figure 36 is the saine as Figure 35, but CH2 now measures

the output of the "buck" converter. A small ripple can be seen on CH2, and the value is between

2.8 and 3.0V,
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Figure 35: MOSFET Driver Input and Output WavePorms: Vh,M.2VDC, V ~2.26V, dW.S

Figure 36: MOSFET Driver Input and "Suck" Converter Output WavePorms: Vj,W.2VDC, V�~2.26V,
d&.5

By increasing the duty ratio to 80 /0 and the "Buck" converter input to 12,7 VDC, the

voltage at the output of the output diode increases to 9.2 V. Again, taking the voltage drop

across the diode to be 0.85V, this correlates to a duty ratio of 79'fo.
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Figure 37: MOSFET Driver Input and "Buck" Converter Output Waveforjns: Vh,� - I?.7 VDC, V~=9.2V,
d=o.s

4.2 Primary Circuit

The primary circuit, shown in Figure 38, was the last portion to be built. The input to the

circuit is on the bottom left-hand corner at the bridge rectifier. The input is fed through the

component entry module and has two outputs. The first output is a regulated +/- 12V power

converter, The output of the +/- 12V power supply has an option for grounding the positive or

negative terminal so that the other output can be used. In this case, the negative terminal was

grounded to the negative terminal of the main rectified output. This allows the +12V supply to

float at 12V above the negative terminal.

The second output of the component entry module is the bridge rectifier. On the rectified

output, the primary sinoothing capacitor  top left! maintains a relatively constant voltage to be

sent to the H-bridge  top right!. The H-bridge is driven by two half-bridge drivers  bottom right,
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next to the red lead!. The H-bridge uses a 555 timer to set the switching frequency �0 kHz!,

with the 555 timer being fed to each half-bridge driver. Referring to Figure 30, MOS1 and

MOS2 are driven by one half-bridge driver and MOS3 and MOS4 are driven by the second

driver. The difference between the inputs to the two drivers is that the second gets an inverted

555 timer output. This is done to ensure there is no direct  short! path for the rectified output

from positive to negative rail. CHl of Figure 39 is the first driver high output and CH2 is the

second driver high output.

Figure 38: Primary Circuit

To test the circuit operation, the inductive coupler was connected across the output of the

H-bridge. On the secondary side of the inductive coupler, a load resistor �.6 Q! was connected

across the output, The coupler and load were connected to guarantee the H-bridge had an

acceptable supply and return path to ensure the driver circuitry operated properly. Once the

primary was energized, the differential voltage across the load resistor was measured and is

shown in Figure 40. In the figure, M is the difference between CH1 and CH2. In addition, a
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voltmeter reading was taken across the load resistor and read 67 Vac, which is consistent with

the expected value based on the coupler turns ratio �0/8!.

Figure 39: Primary MOSFET Driver High Output

Figure 40: Inductive Coupler Output  M = CH1 - CH2!
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Chapter 5 Conclusions

Overall, the simulated and actual circuits performed consistently with each other. The

Lithium-ion Polymer battery is very sensitive to fluctuations in the charge current and voltage.

Referring to Figure 37, it is possible that the voltage ripple for the actual circuit is too high and

soine modifications may need to be made to the "buck" converter. Specifically, the "buck"

converter's inductor and output capacitor may need to vary in an attempt to further minimize the

ripple voltage and current, thus mininuzing the risk of damage to the battery.

The circuit was designed to be as simple as possible. There are some modifications

which were considered, but not implemented due to time constraints. These modifications should

make the circuit more efficient. The recommended modifications are:

~ Add a snubber circuit to each MOSFET. A snubber circuit is used to

control the voltage and/or current in the MOSFET  or any switch! during the transition

period from on to off and vice versa. Chapter 24 of [5] contains basic information for

implementing this circuit.

~ Utilize interleaved power conversion techniques to increase the effective

ripple frequency presented to filter elements while reducing the net ripple through

harmonic cancellation. An excellent source for this concept is "Interleaved Power

Conversion Techniques for High Density Power Supplies," by Brett Miwa  MIT PhD

Thesis, 1992!.

~ Implement an inductive coupler which does not have to manually be

connected. For example, there is work currently in progress to use a portion of the hull of

the AUV as the means for transformer coupling.
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